
 

Nokia N91: Smartphone that features 4 Gb
hard drive
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 Nokia introduced the Nokia N91 mobile phone that has room for up to
3,000 of your favorite stereo tracks on the integrated 4 Gb hard disk. It's
a premium music device in an ultra-portable package that snaps 2
megapixel photos and has smartphone features. Your smartphone
already goes everywhere you do and now your music will, too. Seamless
switching between the integrated functions make this combo the perfect
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pairing. Encased in stainless steel, the Nokia N91 has dedicated music
keys on its face, which slide down to reveal the phone keypad. It is 3G
compatible and runs using the Series 60 Symbian-based interface.

In addition, the industry standard 3.5mm stereo headset jack and easy
transfer of music files from your PC help make the Nokia N91 a
connected mobile jukebox. The Nokia N91 is a part of the new Nokia
Nseries range, bringing you the latest multimedia technologies and
smartphone functionalities.

"The Nokia N91 delivers both a fantastic music experience and cutting-
edge phone features," said Jonas Geust, Vice President, Music at Nokia.
"What sets the Nokia N91 apart is the fact that it is always connected -
you can download new music while on the move, add it to your favorite
playlist and then share your playlist with friends. It's truly the world's
best mobile connected jukebox."

The Nokia N91 serves up to 12.5 hours of great sound via the included
stereo headset with remote control. Enjoying your music collection has
never been easier, as the Nokia N91 supports a wide range of digital
music formats including MP3, M4A, AAC and WMA.

Nokia N91 is compatible with a number of accessories from industry
leading brands Bose, Harman Kardon, JBL, and Sennheiser. In addition
to using their favorite audio accessories with the Nokia N91 through its
standard 3.5mm jack, consumers can maximize their audio experience
by choosing products from a line-up of Nokia tested and recommended
audio accessories.

Packed with multiple connectivity options, such as WCDMA, WLAN
and Bluetooth wireless technology, the Nokia N91 makes it easy for you
to find and enjoy music when and where you want. With the Nokia N91,
you can quickly and easily find and purchase music over the air to your
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device from your operator's music store.
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